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Abstra t

Intense muon beams are needed for new generation neutrino
os illations experiments , beyond the present long base-line
proje ts and for a muon ollider. A detailed knowledge of pion
produ tion pro esses in proton - nu leus ollisions is important for
the optimization of a pion olle tion. A motivation for neutrino
physi s are reviewed and essen e of os illation phenomenon is
presented. Overview of te hni al aspe ts of neutrino fa tory and
muon ollider is given. Then physi al onditions for pion
produ tion in proton-nu leus ollisions are studied. Comparison of
simulations at low proton kineti energy (2 GeV) using di erent
odes is presented. Physi al onsiderations underlying the models
are dis ussed. Results from simulations for thi k Hg target are
reviewed. Some on lusions for onstru tion of a pion olle tor are
given. A short introdu tion to quantum transport theories is
presented.
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1 Introdu tion
Neutrino is one of the most interesting and simultaneously mysterious elementary parti le
in modern physi s. In parti ular a possibility of existen e of neutrino os illations strongly
suggested by athmospheri SuperKamiokande experiment in reased an a tivity in this eld
of physi s both in experiment and theory. In the Standard Model neutrino is massless
lefthanded neutral parti le with spin 1/2, whi h parti ipate only in weak intera tions. A
la k of a righthanded neutrino is di tated by results of experiments, whi h never dete ted this
parti le. But apriori there is no reason for massless neutrino like for example for photon,
where its masslessness is explained by gauge invarian e. To give a mass to neutrino in
the Standard Model using the Higgs me hanism in the same way like for other fermions,
one has to introdu e righthanded neutrinos, whi h intera t only with Higgs boson and in
gravitational way. If neutrino has a mass it an behave in weak intera tion in a similar
way like quarks; states parti ipating in weak intera tion need not be mass eigenstates. One
an introdu e a mixing matrix U for neutrinos in analogy to Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa
matrix for quarks, whi h is not expe ted to be diagonal:

jf >=

X
m

Uf m jm >;

(1)

where jf > are avor eigenstate, whi h intera t weakly and jm > enter the Higgs me hanism. Neutrinos are produ ed and dete ted in weak intera tions, but their propagation is
governed by mass eigenstates. Therefore one an observed the os illation phenomenon, in
whi h neutrino produ ed in one avor rea hes a dete tor in another one. The time dependen e of a state an be des ribed by:

jf (t) >=

X
m

e

iEm t

Uf m jm > :

(2)

Than an amplitude to nd another avor state in a beam is, using an orthogonality of mass
eigenstates:
X

< g jf (t) >= e iEm t Uf m Ugm
(3)
m

The probability of this pro ess is given by a formula:

P (f

! g) =

2
X  2
X
jUf m j jUgmj2 + 2Re[ Ufm UgmUf n Ugn os( Æmmnt )℄;

2p

6

m=n

m

(4)

where the ultrarelativisti approximation was used:

Em ' pm +
It is also assumed that:
and Æm2mn in equation (4) is given by:

m2m
:
2pm

pm ' pn :

Æm2mn = m2m
3

(5)
(6)

m2n :

(7)
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t
After de ning the distan e at whi h the argument of os( Æm2mn
) be omes 2 - the so alled
E
os illation length:
4E
L= 2
(8)
Æmmn
and taking into a ount the 2 generation ase (without CP violation) with the mixing matrix:

os sin
sin os

!

;

(9)

nally we an get a formula for os illations:

P (f

! g) = sin2 (2)sin2( x
);
L

(10)

where a time was repla ed by the distan e x overed by the beam. From the last formula
we an see that a possibility of observation the os illation phenomenon is sensitive to the
distan e from the sour e to dete tor and to energy of neutrinos. The neutrino dete tion is
realized by neutrino intera tion, whi h is very weak and proportional to energy so we annot
observe a very low energy neutrino. Using higher energy, we have han es for a measurement
but in order to see os illation we have to take longer distan es ( os illatory behavior be omes
prominent when x  L).
One an use natural sour es of neutrinos: the Sun or atmosphere under in uen e of
osmi rays, but several un ertainties in a Sun model or an atmospheri neutrino ux make
predi tions very diÆ ult. People use also neutrinos oming from nu lear rea tors or so
alled a elerator ones, whi h ome from produ tion of neutrinos from de aying a elerated
parti les. The last ase seems to be parti ulary interesting, be ause of possibility of making
a very intense neutrino beam with very good parameters. A good example is the K2K
experiment, whi h uses a muon neutrino beam oming from pion de ays. Layout of the K2K
experimental area is shown on gure 1. The experiment is onstru ted in the following way:
proton beam with kineti energy 12 GeV hits the aluminium target, where several kinds
of parti les are produ ed in proton-nu leus ollisions, mostly pions of both harges. Pions
rea h de ay hannel, where positive pions are a elerated by system of two magneti horns
( see gure 2).
Then they de ay into positive muons with lifetime 2:6  10 8 s and muon neutrinos:

 + !  + + 
Muons are stopped in the matter, but neutrinos rea h the rst dete tor lo ated after muon
stopping and then travel a distan e of about 200 km to SuperKamiokande dete tor (see
gure 3).To in rease the potential of measurement in a long baseline experiments people
want to go step further and prepare a muon beam, based on muons, whi h are lost in K2K
experiment. Muons after a eleration and ooling an be used to reate a neutrino beam via
a rea tion:
+( ) ! e+( ) + e (e ) +  ( )
in the neutrino fa tory or an be further a elerated in muon ollider, whi h gives a very
good opportunities for testing high energy physi s and an stay a future for high energy
olliders.
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Figure 1: Layout of the K2K experimental area
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Figure 2: Magneti horns system in the K2K
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The os illation phenomenon an be easily understood, as a beautiful quantum pro ess,
but the origin of a neutrino mass remains to be a great se ret for a theory. It seems, that
some extension of the standard model is ne essary in order to in orporate massive neutrinos.
Even a nature of this parti le (Dira or Majorana) is not known. Let me remind, that Dira
parti le is des ribed by four omponent Dira spinor, two omponents for parti le and two
for antiparti le, whi h are di erent spe ies. Majorana parti le an be des ribed only by two
omponents, be ause parti le and antiparti le are the same spe ies. The most general mass
term of fermioni lagrangian is given by:

L = 12 (LL)

ML MD
(MD )T MR

!

R
R

!

+ h: :;

(11)

where  = (e ;  ;  ; :::) are a tive neutrinos - (from LEP Z 0 de ay data we know, that there
exist 3 su h neutrinos with mass less than 45 GeV),  = (1 ; :::; ns ) are "sterile" righthanded
neutrinos, whi h has no ele troweak ouplings. In this ase ML is 3  3 lefthanded Majorana
mass matrix, MR is a ns  ns righthanded Majorana mass matrix and MD is 3-row by
ns - olumn Dira mass matrix. The number ns of "sterile" neutrinos depends on a spe i
model. In the standard model, minimal supersymmetri standard model or minimal SU(5)
grand uni ed theory (GUT), ns = 0, while in the SO(10) GUT, ns = 3. An explanation for
three known ultra-light neutrino masses ould be provided by so alled seesaw me hanism,
whi h onne ts two mass s ales:
m2
m = D ;
(12)
mR
where mD is a mass s ale of the standard model (quarks mass) and mR is a mass s ale
of GUT (1015 GeV ). Neutrino physi s is an interesting subje t [1,2℄ for a theory and for an
experiment, be ause it enables to ask a fundamental questions and to verify it experimentally.

2 Te hni al aspe ts of a neutrino fa tory
Neutrino beams play a very impotant role in modern physi s. They were used to show a
di eren e between muon and ele tron neutrinos, with their help neutral urrent intera tions
were dis overed. Neutrino beam an be used also to test deep inelasti intera tions in
neutrino nu leon rea tions or for pre ise tests of ele troweak physi s. As was mentioned in the
previous hapter it allows to ask fundamental questions via neutrino os illation phenomenon.
As a onventional a elerator neutrino beam one understands neutrinos reated in de ays
of mesons: pions and kaons. This is mostly a muon neutrino beam with a small fra tion
of ele tron neutrinos via three body kaon de ay K + ! e+  0 e . Antyneutrinos an be
reated using mesons of opposite harge. Using a very high energy proton beam a small
omponent of tau neutrinos an be obtained, oming predominantly from prompt taoni
de ays of D mesons. This kind of beam omposition is not the best one for sear hing for
the os illation phenomenon. For example a big un ertainty in ratio of muon and ele tron
neutrinos introdu es systemati error for many neutrino experiments. Also looking for e !
 or any other avor or sterile neutrinos is not possible, be ause of a small fra tion of
ele tron neutrinos in the beam.
7

Figure 3: Neutrino beamline in the K2K.
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In a neutrino beam oming from muon de ay equal fra tions of muon neutrinos and
ele tron antineutrinos an be a hieved from  and muon antyneutrinos and ele tron neutrinos from +. Also muon lifetime is about 100 times longer than lifetime of harged pion.
This enable a pre ise preparation of a beam, in luding fo using and a eleration. Even
a polariztion of muons an be applied to in rease a measurement potential. A di eren e
in lifetime makes onventional de ay hannels onstru ted for mesons too short for muons.
For ilustrative exemple, muons a elerated to momentum 20 GeV/ have a de ay length
 = 126km: This problem an be solved using a re ir ulation system with a straight se tion pointed in a dire tion of dete tor. Muons moving in su h a storage ring spend mu h
time in this straight se tion de aying into neutrinos [3℄. The possibility of a neutrino fa tory
based on a muon storage ring has re eived mu h attention. Now I would like to des ribe
shortly building blo ks of the neutrino fa tory [4℄. The rst step is a proton ma hine, whi h
should a elerate protons to laboratory kineti energy of a range 100 102 GeV a ording
to designed proje t with a high intensity simultaneusly. The most important parameter is
a power of the ma hine, whi h is a produ t of energy and intensity. In many studies of
the neutrino fa tory there appears a on ept of 4 MW proton beam. For proton beam 2
GeV kineti energy, it means approximately 1:24  1016 parti les per se ond ( parti les are
in fa t a elerated in pulses a ording to some frequen y, whi h is another parameter of an
a elerator). In some proje ts spe ial a umulators ware proposed for protons to give to a
beam time stru ture ompatible for a de ay of the muons in the de ay ring or to assure a
proper pressure onditions on a target. The next step is a target se tion. Here the most
popular on ept is to use a ylidri al target of a length of order of intera tion length and a
radius of order 1 m pla ed in a high magneti eld selenoid.
An average intera tion length  is a spe i quantity that hara terizes inelasti proesses, whi h des ribes inelasti intera tion of hadrons in matter a ording to exponential
law:
x
N = N0 e  ;
(13)
where x is a target thi kness.  an be al ulated as follows:
A
;
(14)
=
NA %inel
where A is atomi mass in g/mol, NA is the Avogadro number in mol 1 , % is a density in
g/ m3 , and the inelasti part of hadroni ross se tion inel is in m2 . (It is in general energy
dependent, but in reases very slow at high energy. Here its onstant value is used only for
estimations and values for several materials an be found in [25℄.) For a parti ular ase of
mer ury  is 13 m. This quantity des ribes a mean free path of hadrons in some material
between inelasti intera tions.
The idea to keep produ ed parti les in a magneti eld is due to simple observation,
that harged parti les move in magneti eld along a ir ular orbit with radius de ned by a
eld and transvers momentum pt :
p
R= t :
(15)
eB
If target radius is shorter than an internal radius of the selenoid, most of pions up to pt will
be transported in this system. The target selenoid is followed by a transport selenoid where
the eld is adiabati ally redu ed, while the radius is in reased. In this hannel pions de ay
9

into muons, whi h in reases a transvers phase spa e. I will ome ba k to this problem in
the hapter 3. For a eptan e of pions, pt limit plays an important role, but is not the only
one. The se ond one is a ut in longitudinal omponent oming from RF system, whi h is
indispensable for parti le a eleration. Also the parti les annot be to slow be ause of a fast
de ay of pions and also oming from it muons. This limit is treated di erently in several
proje ts, for example rapidity ut between 1 and 2 an be found. De nition of rapidity is as
follows:
p
y = ar tanh( z );
(16)
E
where z axis is taken along the proton beam line.
There is also a serious problem with energy, whi h will be deposited in the target (up
to about 10%). A thermal radiation is insuÆ ient as ooling and a thermal bath an absorb
too many parti les. A moving target is proposed to be ooled a ording to external heat
ex hanger. In this proje t both solid and liquid target materials an be applied. In parti ular
liquid mer ury jet target is dis ussed with a lot of hope. After the target se tion the de ay
(transport) selenoid is pla ed. To reate a muon beam with good parameters ooling of
muons is needed. I will dis uss it in the next hapter. After the ooling and a eleleration of
muons, they rea h the de ay ring, whi h is onstru ted to send neutrino beams to dete tors,
rstly to the near dete tor just after the de ay hannel and se ondly to the far dete tor,
whi h an be pla ed in a distan e of order 101 103 km. For the time being a dis ussion
about geographi al lo ations of both the a elerator site and the far dete tor is still open to
very interesting spe ulation.

3 Muon ollider, beam emittan e and muon ooling
High energy a elerators used to explore fundamental laws of the nature are big and expensive
ma hines. To produ e high energy ollision, where new parti le states an be seen, ele tronpositron or proton ollision are used for example in the LEP (CERN) or in the TEVATRON.
The LHC proje t is under onstru tion and will be started in 2005 in CERN. It will be a 27.6
km in ir umsteren e proton-proton ollider with 14 TeV energy in the enter of mass and
luminosity 1034 m 2 s 1 . It will o er a good opportunity to make fundamental dis overies.
But to move one order of magnitude higher in energy seems to be extremaly diÆ ult using
present appro hes. It is be ause of several reasons. Firstly hadrons are omposed from
quarks, so an e e tive energy for new parti le produ tion is lower , then a real one. On
the other hand ele tron-positon ollider is limited by energy loss in syn hrotron radiation
and bremstrahlung e e ts, whi h in rease as (E=m)4 . These diÆ ulties an be over ome
using a heavier kind of ele trons - muons, whi h are also point-like spe ies, but being about
200 times heavier, than ele trons have negligible radiation e e ts [5,6℄. Good motivation for
a muon ollider ould be a unique opportunity for dis overy and fa tory-like produ tion of
Higgs bosons in the s- hannel [7℄, whi h if exist, would be dis overed rstly at the LHC. Also
supersymmetri parti les ould be seen in +  ollider with multi TeV ollision energy, if
a supersymmetry breaking s ale is of order 1-2 TeV [8℄. The most important problems of
muon ollider are the following: rstly muons are unstable parti les and se ondly they are
reated into a very large phase spa e. The lifetime of muon is suÆ ient to make a storage
ring ollisions after a eleration and the phase spa e an be redu ed by an ionization ooling.
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Figure 4: Prototype of the neutrino fa tory.
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Figure 5: The idea of an ionization ooling.
I would like to explain a de nition of emmitan e of a parti le beam and its redu tion, whi h is alled ooling. The emittan e is onne ted with a volume in the six dimensional phase spa e with three position oordinates (x,y,z) and three momentum oordinates
(px ; py ; pz ). This spa e an be fa torized into two sub-spa es: transverse and longitudinal
one a ording to the beam dire tion. One usualy de nes a transverse emittan e in a tra e
spa e [9℄, whi h is a little modi ed version of transverse phase spa e: it is expressed in terms
of the position - x and the transverse angle x = dx=dz . The relation between tra e spa e
and phase spa e is given by:
px = xpz :
(17)
The emittan e is de ned as an area of the elipse in a tra e spa e ontaining the beam,
divided by  :
Z
(18)
"x = dxdx= [m  rad℄:
During an a eleration the volume in the tra e spa e is redu ed via de reasing of x. The
transverse momentum is related to the in lination angles via:

px = x( )(m0 ):

(19)

De ning the so alled normalized emittan e as volume in a modi ed tra e spa e (x; x) one
an have a onserved quantity. From the Liouville theorem it is known, that the phase spa e
volume is a onserved quantity for Hamilton systems. But in a real situation this quantity
is not onserved due to existen e of a dissipative systems, internal degrees of freedom or
energy ex hange with other system. In parti ular it an be used to redu e the emittan e to
make parameters of the beam better for parti ular appli ations.
In the ase of neutrino fa tory or muon ollider pions are reated in a very big phase
spa e volume and pion de ays only in rease it. To a hieve a muon beam, whi h an be
fo used and a elerated for experimental appli ations, its phase spa e has to be redu ed.
A tually existing ooling methods seem to be not eÆ ient for muon beams. For example
syn hrotron radiation annot be used be ause of big muon mass. A solution of this problem
an be provided by so alled ionization ooling. The simple idea is explained by the following
onsideration: a muon beam traverse an absorber with a very big intera tion length ( due
to ollisions with a nu lei). In the absorber two phenomena take pla e. Energy is lost
by ionization in intera tion with ele trons, whi h redu e momentum of muons. Collisions
with nu lei an hange a dire tion of a muon motion. The rst pro ess makes ooling
12

and the se ond one heating. Balan ing between two pro esses is possible taking a medium
with big intera tion length like liquid hydrogen. Muons leaving an absorber are a elerated
in the longitudinal dire tion. A netto result is a redu tion of the transverse phase spa e
a ording to de reasing of the total momentum in medium and then in reasing only its
longitudinal omponent. It does not break Liouville theorem, be ause it takes pla e in a
dissipative system. It seems, that muon ollider is a very promising idea for future high
energy olliders. Its te hnologi al problems an be over ome just in a neutrino fa tory,
whi h ould be a steping stone for a muon ollider. An a tivity in this eld is in reasing and
several kind of experiments were proposed or even a epted to run in a near future.

4 Des ription of pion and its intera tion
The existen e of a pion was postulated by Yukawa in 1935 to explain a nite range of
nu lear intera tion. Creation of a virtual parti le with a mass m implies "violation" of
energy onservation in a time interval des ribed by un ertainty prin iple t <= h =m 2 . In
this time the parti le an move on a distan e R < t <= h =m . It shows, that asso iating
an intera tion with a quanta of a eld - a massive parti le being ex hanged we an a hieve
a nitness of an intera tion range. Taking the relativisti Klein - Gordon equation and
applying it to a stati ase we an negle t a time derivative:
2 2

m
r2U (r) = r12 r (r2 U
) = 2 U (r)
r
h

(20)

The solution of this equation an be treated as a nu lear potential between nu leons arried
by pions. De reasing nature of this Yukawa potential re e ts a nitness of an intera tion
range:
g
(21)
U (r) = e r=R ;
r
where r = mh and g an be identi ed as a oupling onstant. Firstly muon was thought to
be a Yukawa parti le, but it was observed that it doesn't parti ipate in strong intera tions.
In 1947 pions were observed in osmi rays showers on a photographi emulsion.
Pion is a spinless parti le, whi h parti ipates in every kind of intera tion. It is a
hadron existing in Nature in three harge states  + ;  ;  0 . The mass for harged pion is
139:56995  0:00035 MeV and for the neutral one 134:9764  0:0006 MeV. It is onvenient to
introdu e an isospin formalism in analogy to spin system. Nu leon is treated to be a parti le
with two possible states- proton and neutron like a 1/2 spin parti le, with two possible spin
orientation "up" and "down". It is be ause proton and neutron behave in the similar way
in strong intera tions. It is postulated that isospin ommutes with Hamiltonian of strong
intera tions, so it is a onserved quantity. Proton and neutron states an be des ribed in
this formalism in the following way:

jp >=

1
0

jn >=

0
1
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!

(22)
(23)

Thus these states are eigenstates of 3 operator being a z- omponent of isospin operator.
Proton has tz = + 12 and neutron tz = 12 . Introdu ing a baryon number B for nu leon equal
to 1, one an dedu e a relation between a harge, isospin and baryon number:
1
Q = tz + B
(24)
2
Assuming this relation to be valid for pions with baryon number equal zero, we an see that
thay have to be an isospin triplet. Raising and lowering operators an be onstru ted like
in the spin formalism. The "dire tion" of an isospin has to be understood in an abstra t
way in "isospin spa e". The a tion of raising and lowering operators  = 12 (1  i2 ) hange
states:
+ jn >= jp >
(25)
 jp >= jn >
(26)
From a quark model we know, that wave fun tions of nu leons an be represented by produ t
of up and down quark wave fun tions:

jp >= juud >
jn >= judd >

(27)

(28)
A tion of isospin raising and lowering operators on nu leon states an be understood as
hanging u quark into d and vi e versa. The on lusion an be made that u and d quark
form an isospin dublet. Taking into a ount that third isospin omponent is opposite for
parti les and antiparti les, what an be seen from pp ! , we an try to predi t quark
stru ture of pions:
j >= jud >
(29)
Than appli ation of rising operators to quark states produ ed  0 and  + states:

j0 >= p12 (juu > jdd >)
j+ >= jud >

(30)

(31)
This simple model des ribes nu leons and pions only approximately. Presently a epted
theory of strong intera tions is the QCD - a nonabelian gauge eld theory, whi h ontains
as fundamental elds quarks and gluons as mediating gauge bosons. In this theory baryons
and mesons are bounds states of quarks and gluons surrounded by a see of virtual quark
and gluon states reating and annihilating in a va uum in su h a way that free quarks
and gluons an be de on ned in a very high energy heavy ions ollisions with energy of
156 GeV/A (per nu leon) reating a new state of matter: quark-gluon plasma. At lower
energy quarks and gluons are on ned in baryon and meson spe ies. Unfortunately QCD
al ulations annot be applied in low energy rea tions of hadrons. It is be ause our formalism
of quantum eld theory is suitable for making a summation of series of Feynman graphs,
whi h are power series in a oupling onstant. If a theory is renormalizable and the oupling
onstant is small, it is enough to add rst few terms to have a result, whi h is omparable
with an experiment. This is a ase for the QED and ele troweak theory, but not with QCD
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where the situation is more ompli ated. The oupling onstant is mu h bigger, than in
ele trodynami s, so perturbative series annot be onvergent. Perturbative QCD may be
useful be ause of so alled asymptoti freedom - a oupling onstant is de reasing to zero for
higher energy. One an start to apply p-QCD from an energy range 101 GeV and it an be
fully used in deep inelasti s attering for 102 GeV. But for lower energies we an only use
some phenomenologi al appro h based on onservation laws, asymptoti behavior, unitarity
of S matrix et . We an start treating spe ies as pointlike obje ts and try to introdu e
some methodes known in other elds. Firstly we assume that pointlike pions and nu leons
satis ed the Dira and Klein-Gordon equations respe tively. Then taking into a ount a
negative parity of pion we try to onstru t a pseudos alar intera tion Lagrangian [10℄:

LP S = g  i 5 ;

(32)

and pseudove tor intera tion Lagrangian:

LP V

=

f 
m



5

 

(33)

It an be shown by partial di erentiation and appli ation of Dira equation that this
omponents are equivalent. Then one an make a nonrelativisti approximation and apply
it to low energy rea tions together with partial waves de omposition of wave fun tion. The
dire t use of a eld theory with su h Lagrangian at higher energy is impossible, be ause with
in reasing energy other parti les began to play important role in strong intera tions and the
last Lagrangian is not omplete. Taking into onsideration nu leons, pions, delta resonan e
P(3,3) whi h an intera t with ex hange of virtual  , ! ,  and  mesons our Lagrangian ( a
free part ) looks like so alled QHD ( quantum hadronodynami s) [11℄:
1
1
(    m2  2 ) + (    m2  2 )
2
2
1
1
1
1
! !  + m2! ! ! 
  + m2   + s:i:
(34)
4
2
4
2
where tensor ! =  !  !mu and similar for  and s.i. means a self intera tion
omponent. Here ! and  ve tor mesons are real hadroni spe ies playing an important role
in attra tive short range part of nu leon-nu leon intera tions, but  is an e e tive degree
of freedom, whi h an be identi ed as a double pion ex hange. This suggest that even here
be ause of very ompli ated al ulations and quite big oupling onstants only a rst order
Born approximation an be done.
During last years there appeared another approa h using so alled e e tive eld theory.
Here it is assumed that below ertain energy s ale, all heavy degrees of freedom are not
present in intera tions. Te hni ally speaking we an omit some parts of Lagrangian taking
only light parti les. It enables to use the perturbation theory again. A new e e tive theory
takes symmetry prin iples from a fundamental one. A good example is an appli ation of this
s enario to QCD in the so alled hiral perturbation theory, whi h takes its name from hiral
symmetry SU (Nf )L  SU (Nf )R omeing from QCD. Here Nf denotes the number of quark
avors (u, d, s, , b, t) taking part in a theory. For example Nf =2 theory ontain only u and
d quark. The hiral symmetry is an approximately spontaneusly broken global symmetry,

LF =  (i   MN ) +

 (i   

M )

+
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what suggests an existen e of massless Goldstone bosons. Pion is a good andidate for su h a
parti le with mass mu h less than nu leon ( existen e of nonzero pion mass means that hiral
symmtery is not an exa t symmetry). At low energies QCD Lagrangian an be repla ed by
an e e tive Lagrangian, whi h with pions alone has a form:
2

L = F4 T r(U  U y + M 2 (U + U y));

(35)

where:

i
;
F
!
p
+
0
2


= p
;
2
0
2 21
 = [1
℄
F2
and M is related to quark masses. Derivation an be found in [12, 13℄.
U =+

(36)
(37)
(38)

5 Simulations of pion produ tion on thin target
Proton-nu leus ollisions are sour es of se ondary parti les whi h an be further used for
high energy physi s experiments. A good example is provided by pions, whi h de ay and
produ e muons and neutrinos. Unfortunately, this subje t whi h is treated by parti le and
nu lear physi s is not easy to handle in detail due to a serious la k of experimental data
for full parti le spe tra and angular distributions, over a large variety of nu lei and kineti
energies. However it is possible to make predi tions using Monte Carlo odes whi h have
been tested on existing data.
I de ided to ompare parti le generations from FLUKA'99 [14℄ and UrQMD [15℄ in
order to estimate the pion olle tion eÆ ien y for a neutrino fa tory or a muon ollider. I
on entrated on the ase of proton kineti energy of 2 GeV and a mer ury target, whi h is the
present base line of the CERN neutrino fa tory proje t. The energy range is justi ed, be ause
new hannels for parti le produ tion open at higher energies, whi h redu es the pion yield as
expressed per GeV and makes the theoreti al des ription of the pro esses even more omplex.
I de ided to use two independent odes: FLUKA'99 (CERN, Milano) whi h presents the
advantage for simulating thi k targets, UrQMD (Ultra- Relativisti Quantum Mole ular
Dynami s) (Frankfurt) whi h ould provide a better des ription of physi al pro esses. The
only baryoni proje tiles allowed in FLUKA are protons or neutrons, whereas UrQMD gives
a ri her hoi e, for example, one an test a deuteron beam. The simulation on hydrogen
showed that both odes yield similar results to the spe trum and the angular distributions
of the pions, as shown in gure 6 and 7.
Single pion produ tion:
NN !  NN
has its treshold around 290 MeV in empty spa e, while pion indu ed single pion produ tion:

 N !  N
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Figure 6: Pion spe trum from hydrogen target.
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Figure 7: Pion angular distribution from hydrogen target.
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opens at 170 MeV. In both odes pions are mostly produ ed via
NN ! (1232)N !  NN
where isospin and harge are onserved. Heavier mesons and baryon spe ies an also parti ipate in pion produ tion, for example:
NN ! N  (1440) !  NN

 N ! N  (1440) ! (770)N N
 N ! (1600) !  (1232) !  N
 N ! (770)N !  N
 N !  (1232) !  N:
Pions an also be produ ed via double pion produ tion, whi h opens at 600 MeV for nu leon
- nu leon s attering:
NN !  NN
and about 350 MeV for pion - nu leon rea tion:
 N !  N:
As examples the following rea tions an be taken:
NN ! (1232)(1232) !  NN
NN ! NN  (1440) ! N (1232) !  NN
 N ! (1600) ! N  (1440) !  (1232) !  N
 N ! ! (782)N !  N
 N ! (770)(1232) !  N:
Many more hannels for rea tions are possible in luding the fa t, that in medium e e tive
masses an be lower and more spe ies have to be taken into a ount. In parti ular in
UrQMD, a ri her parti le spe trum is implemented. In heavy nu lei su h as mer ury, pions
an res atter inside the nu leus in whi h they are produ ed and thus be a e ted by harge
ex hange rea tions:
+n ! 0p
0n !  p
 0 p !  +n
 p ! 0n
One an anti ipate that the as ade details in nu leus play an important role. In a nu lear
medium ross se tions of the underlying pro esses an be di erent from their values in
va uum. This is a ounted for in UrQMD through the use of e e tive masses and parti le
momenta in nu lear matter. In addition the potential inside nu leus has di erent terms
18
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Figure 8: Rapidity plot of  + from Hg.
in ea h ode. Both of them turn on the Pauli blo king and sample nu leons in the initial
nu leus a ording to the Fermi momentum and nu lear density.
To test parti le generation FLUKA has been run using a thin 1 mm mer ury target,
whi h gives a probability of res attering inside the target on the level of 1%. The same
probability of reintera tion was used in the hydrogen target. The thi kness of targets was
al ulated a ording to hadroni intera tion length. The UrQMD has been used with two
options: with (UrQMD*) and without a potential. Figures 8, 9, 10, 11, 12 and 13 present
omparison of rapidities, spe tra and angular distributions for  + and  separately.
On spe trum plots one an see a maximum, whi h an be a signature of  - parti les
de aying almost at rest inside a nu leus. There is a di eren e between urves representing
separate simulations. In parti ular there exists a big di eren e in altitude of the maximum
explained above. It an be understood, that di erent number of  parti les de ay at rest.
The di eren e in UrQMD runs (with and without potential) an be explained in the following
way: potential suppresses some ollisions and redu es a degree of relaxation inside a nu leus.
Be ause of that maximum is smaller than in the ase of nopotential run. Fluka simulation
showed even smaller value. Comparison of angular distributions showed a di eren e in both
odes. UrQMD presents bigger pion produ tion at higher angles to the proton beam line.
A omparison of spe trum and angular distribution on hydrogen and mer ury thin targets
for Fluka and UrQMD separately ( see Fig. 16, 17, 18, and 19 ) is also interesting. Here
one an see di erent results in the ase of UrQMD and similar results for Fluka. UrQMD
presents di erent treating of both targets: the spe trum has bigger maximum and angular
distribution is wider for mer ury in omparison to hydrogen. In the ase of Fluka results of
hydrogen and mer ury runs are similar. Only some res aling an be seen.
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Figure 9: Rapidity plot of  from Hg.
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Figure 10:  + spe trum from Hg.
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Pi- spectrum ,2 GeV thin Hg-Fluka and UrQMD
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Figure 11:  spe trum from Hg.
Angular distr. of Pi+ 2 GeV thin Hg
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Figure 12:  + angular distribution from Hg.
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Figure 13:  angular distribution from Hg.
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Figure 14: Angular distribution of pions from rapidity interval 1-2.
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Figure 15: Comparison of simulations with E910 data.
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Figure 16:  spe trum from Fluka on hydrogen and mer ury.
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Figure 17:  spe trum from UrQMD on hydrogen and mer ury.
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Figure 18:  angular distribution from Fluka on hydrogen and mer ury.
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Figure 19:  angular distribution from UrQMD on hydrogen and mer ury.
Table 1 presents omparison of pions produ ed per proton deposited on target, per
inelasti intera tion and ratio of positive and negative pions from UrQMD and Fluka. First
two quantities were al ulated a ording to tting to intera tion length assumed to be onstant ( see dis ussion in hapter 2.) and taking all intera tions in UrQMD as inelasti . These
assumptions ontain big un ertainties. Only  + = ratio is exa t a ording to produ tion
models onsidered in the odes. Here we nd a di eren e: Fluka produ es more  + in respe t to UrQMD. There exists a big dis ussion in the nu lear physi ists ommunity about
it.  + = ratio is a e ted by the ratio of protons to neutrons both in the target material
and in proje tile, but also by harge ex hange rea tions, whi h are part of as ade. Behavior
of UrQMD from simulation with deuteron as a proje tile on mer ury target for the same
kineti energy shows further suppresssion of  + (ratio  + = equal 0.6). It is important to
note, that simulations at lower kineti energy (730 MeV protons) on lead target showed that
UrQMD reprodu es approximately experimental value 1.95 taken from [26℄, but Fluka gives
too many  + ( + = about 2.5).
Name of ode
Fluka
UrQMD
UrQMD with potential

  10 3/proton  /inelasti int.  +=
3.922
0.5118
1.3
5.005
0.6532
0.87
4.821
0.6292
0.84

Table 1. Results of simulations on thin mer ury target.
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It an be understood, that in this energy range Fluka presents a produ tion model,
whi h takes into a ount mostly single nu leon - nu leon intera tion inside a nu leus and
only some res aling of the results between di erent nu lei. UrQMD seems to treat as ade
inside a nu leus (res attering and absorption) more seriously. Here a di eren e between
hydrogen and mer ury is expli it. In prin iple one an expe t it, but a produ tion model
should be experimentaly veri ed.
I ompared our simulations with data from the E910 experiment [16℄ (with  and
proton energy of 2.205 GeV), as shown in gure 15. Both odes reprodu e approximately
this experimental data ex ept in the low energy region where there is almost no experimental
data available. The low energy part of spe trum shows a di eren e between both odes. The
rapidity is al ulated from: rapz = 1=2  log( ppzz +EE ) and the normalized yield is given from:
per bin
NY = yield
total yield  (per harge)

6 Longitudinal versus transverse olle tion on thi k
target
For simulation of a thi k target only FLUKA was used. From the thin target results one
an read, that the angular distribution for pions in the momentum range 164-504 MeV/
(rapidity interval 1-2 with pt = 0) has a maximum at about 40-60 degrees (both odes
produ e approximately this maximum) - see Fig 14. This feature ould be employed to
olle t pions with several independent hannels around the target [17℄ under some angle to
the proton beam line. The table 2 presents a per entage of pions produ ed in kinemati al
window ( rapidity 1-2 and pt < 0:2 GeV) for di erent angles to the proton beam line. ( Here
rapidity is al ulated a ording to given angles.)
Angle
90Æ
80Æ
60Æ
40Æ
20Æ
0Æ

Fluka [%℄
16.9
20.6
29.3
34.7
26.1
11.9

UrQMD [%℄
19.0
21.4
25.3
24.2
15.9
6.4

UrQMD with potential [%℄
18.8
21.0
25.7
26.6
17.3
7.1

Fluka on thi k target [%℄
15.1
19.2
29.8
36.8
27.7
12.1

Table 2. Per entage of pions produ ed in kinemati al window ( rapidity 1-2 and pt < 0:2
GeV) for 64 hannels a ording to given angle ( for 0Æ only 1 hannel is assumed ).
Figures 20 and 21 explain the geometry of transverse olle tion. In this ase, a target
magnetization, whi h requires a sophisti ated solenoid is not needed. The problem with
the se ondary proton beam is also solved. But a new problem appears, the reuni ation of
several independent beams.
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Figure 20: Geometry of transverse olle tion - view parallel to the proton beam.
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Figure 21: Geometry of transverse olle tion - view perpendi ular to the proton beam.
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Figure 22: Transverse emittan e plot for  in (px,x) plane.
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Figure 23: Transverse emittan e for  - (px ,x) plot with uto .
I onsidered the idea to use of resistive quadrupoles with a normalized emittan e 6 
10 3 m.rad and super ondu ting ones with an normalized emittan e of 24  10 3 m.rad. I
examined the use of 16 and 64 quadrupoles pla ed around the target at angles 45 and 90
degrees. I onsidered 4 MW proton beam power. The transverse emittan e plots in (x, px )
and (y, py ) planes are shown on Fig. 22 and 24. ( Note a hange of oordinates: z is now
beam axis of quadrupole and x is along the target.) Then uto for emittan e is applied
a ording to given values. It an be seen as elipses introdu ed in emittan e plots ( Fig. 23
and 25 ). Table 3 presents omparison of al ulated number of pions olle ted per se ond
for di erent angles and for given number of olle ting hannels to longitudinal olle tion in
20 T selenoid and 20 m target ( al ulated by J. Collot [27℄ ).
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Figure 24: Transverse emittan e plot for  in (py ,y) plane.
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Figure 25: Transverse emittan e for  - (py ,y) plot with uto
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"[m:rad℄ [Æ ℄  +  1013 =s   1013 =s
4.2
2.9
6  10 3 45
90
1.0
0.9
16
16
11
24  10 3 45
90
4.1
2.7
9.2
7.2
6  10 3 45
90
3.5
2.6
64
45
31.0
25.0
24  10 3
90
10.0
8.0
3
1 (longitudinal olle tion) 24  10
0
8.3
5.1
Number of se tions

Table 3.Comparison of transverse olle tion a ording to given angle and number of
olle ting hannels with longitudinal olle tion for 20 T selenoid and 20 m long target.
My tests of parti le generation show that Monte Carlo odes produ e di erent results
in the region where there exists no experimental data. The need of an experiment to verify
the models is obvious. There is a hope that the HARP experiment at CERN and E915 in
Fermilab will help to solve this problem. The results show that a large number of pions
an be dete ted in transverse dire tions. For longitudinal olle tion a big pt a eptan e is
needed, but one might study the transverse olle tion as an alternative.

7 Transport in nu lear matter
Knowledge of physi s in nu lear matter is one of the most fundamental subje ts, giving
employment for physi ists. There are plenty reasons for it: most of the matter whi h exists
in Earth is ontained in nu lei, onditions in nu lear matter govern a behavior of neutron
stars but also nu leosynthesis played a major role even in reation of life. To test physi s in
nu lear matter people make heavy ion ollisions (HIC) in di erent energy ranges. The most
fas inating experiments are to deal with quark qluon plasma (QGP), whi h is a topi , where
theoreti al predi tions are very diÆ ult. This year CERN released an information about
dis overy of QGP in x target experiments using 33 TeV lead beam on lead target (about
156 AGeV in the enter of mass).
Unfortunately there exists presently no theoreti al model that provides onsistent understanding of the dynami s of heavy ion ollisions over the whole energy range. In every
energy range di erent methods are used. At low energy it is suÆ ient to introdu e hadroni
spe ies, whi h are treated as fundamental ones. At higher energy building blo ks of hadrons:
quarks and gluons have to be taken into a ount in parton s attering or hadroni string ex itation and fragmentation. To des ribe it people reated simulation odes, whi h turn on and
o several models depending of s enerio and also enable to work in ases, where other methods annot over ome a many body problem. We are interested in proton-nu leus ollisions
with 2 GeV proton kineti energy. In this range parton model annot be used. Asymptoti
freedom makes the QCD oupling onstant small and makes the pQCD appli able only at
higher energy. It allows to treat quarks and gluons approximately like a free point parti les
- partons.
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Now I will des ribe how simulation odes work. I will treat the UrQMD as a well
des ribed example in literature, but I will also try to make some omments about Fluka. In
low energy simulations are organized in the following way:
- Nu leons in initial nu leus are represented by Gaussian shaped density distribution:
2 3
i
(39)
j (xj ; t) = ( ) 4 exp[ (xj rj (t))2 + pj (t)xj ℄

h
- Initial nu leus satis es the following onstrains:

X
i

ri (0) = 0

(40)

what means that it is entered in on guration spa e around 0,

X
i

and is at rest.
- The nu leus radius is equal:

pi (0) = 0

(41)

R  r0 A 3
1

(42)

- Nu leons are sampled a ording to Bethe - Weizsa ker density and between 0 and Thomas
- Fermi momentum:
1
pFmax = h (3 2 ) 3
(43)
Now we meet a problem how to propagate nu leons in nu lei and in orporate ollisions
and produ tion of new parti les. There are several di erent ways to do it. In a rst approximation parti les are moving freely between ollisions - this is ommonly alled as ade.
When their distan e is small enough:
r
d  tot
(44)

two parti les ollide and ross se tion has to be in orporated into the ode. In the next step
potential inside nu leus should be taken into a ount and the fa t that some of the parti les
inside nu leus ( mostly nu leons) obey Fermi statisti s and have to be subje t to Pauli
blo king. There are many models to in orporate this. One an use well known potentials
like Yukawa, Coulomb , but also density dependent intera tions like Skyrme two and three
body intera tion:

V Sk = t1

X
i<j

Æ (xi

xj ) + t 2

X

i<j<k

Æ (xi

xj )Æ (xi

xk )

(45)

or some parametrizatitons of a potential (mean eld) like the following one with density
dependen e:


(46)
V () = A( ) + B ( )
0
0
where  > 1, A is attra tive and B repulsive. A mean eld appro h an in orporate momentum dependen e:
V
(47)
V (; p) = Vv  + q s p :
1+ m
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In general potential should be momentum, density, spin, isospin dependent and an be a very
ompli ated expression. Apriori it ould be possible to extra t the potential from assumed
intera tion Lagrangian and su h a possibility is studied.
There are two methods to in lude the Pauli prin iple. The rst one is to introdu e a
potential, whi h looks like:

h 3
jr r j2 jpi pj j2 ℄Æ Æ
(48)
) exp[ i 2 j
i j i j
q0 p0
2q0
2p20
where i and i represent spin and isospin of i parti le. The se ond way is to make a luster
de omposition in the phase spa e and de ne a density f(r,p,t)=n/N of a spe ies, where N is
maximal number of parti les of a given type in a luster. Then ollision takes pla e when a
distan e ondition is satis ed and when nal-state phase spa e fa tor:
VP = VP0 (

[1 f (r; p1 ; t)℄[1 f (r; p2 ; t)℄ > x;

(49)

where x is a random number in the interval between 0 and 1. This ondition is also a very
good example to see how Monte Carlo simulations work.
When a ollision is allowed by above two ondition a ross se tions is turned on, whi h
in general has a form:
p
< p34 >
p jM (m3 ; m4)j2
12!34 ( s) = (2S3 + 1)(2S4 + 1)
(50)
< p12 > ( s)2
If outgoing parti les are stable, momentum in the enter of mass an be des ribed by the
formula:
p
p
1 q
(51)
< p34 > ( s) = pCM S ( s) = p (s (m3 + m4 )2 )(s (m3 m4 )2 )
2 s
(< p12 > is de ned as above by ex hanging m3 , m4 with m1 , m2 respe tively). However if
outgoing parti les are not stable but resonsan es the width of their mass distribution must
be in orporated. Than the formula (51) has to be modi ed to:

p

< p34 > ( s) =

Z Z

p

pCM S ( s; m3 ; m4 )A3 A4 dm3 dm4

(52)

where the integration is done between threshold for resonan e produ tion and maximum
available energy. A is a Breit-Wigner distribution:
1
Ar (m) =
(53)
2 (mr m)2 + 42
The matrix elements are parametrized to t experimental data or if there is no data available
estimated by some theoreti al onsiderations. For example for 1232 (3; 3) produ tion:

NN

! N 1232

a matrix element has a form:

2 2
jM (ps; m3 ; m4)j2 = A ((ps)2 mm2 )2 + m2


32

2
 

(54)

Unstable parti les an de ay a ording to their bran hing ratios and life times. Here a full
power of Monte Carlo method is used.
Here we arrive at the problem if ross se tions or de ay widths in nu lear medium are
the same as in vaa um. It seems that they are not and some ore tions should be introdu ed.
I will try to tell few words about it a little later.
Parti les propagation between ollisions is governed by lassi al equation of motion this feature seemed very strange for me at the beginning, but as I will try to show it an
be justi ed on the quantum level. First of all until now nobody ould solve the many body
problem and to get some results people try to omit the problem in some ways.
I will make a short ansatz to quantum transport theory in its nonrelativisti version
[18, 19℄. Let's de ne ommutation relation for elds in Heisenberg pi ture:
^ (~x; t) ^ y(~y; t)  ^ y(~y; t) ^ (~x; t) = Æ 3 (~x ~y)
^ (~x; t) ^ (~y; t)  ^ (~y; t) ^ (~x; t) = 0

where upper sign refer to fermioni
fun tion - one parti le propagator:

(55)
eld and lower to bosoni one. Let's de ne a Green

iG(X; Y ) =< 0jT ( (X ) y(Y ))j0 >

(56)

where T is a time ordering operation. It enables des ription of parti le propagation in
equilibrium. For non-equilibrium situations this formula is no longer valid. In this ase we
annot make identi ation of asymptoti states, it means that states at t ! +1 annot
be (like in equilibrium) identi ed with the states at t ! 1 modulo a phase fa tor. This
identi ation is lost be ause of irreversibility. In that ase time ordering should be treated
independenly for in reasing and de reasing time. We de ne Green fun tions:

g (1; 10) = (t1

t01 )g > (1; 10) + (t01

t1 )g < (1; 10)

g a (1; 10) = (t01 t1 )g >(1; 10 ) + (t1 t01 )g <(1; 10 )
g (1; 10) = g < (1; 10) g a (1; 10) = g (1; 10 ) g >(1; 10)
g + (1; 10) = g > (1; 10) g a (1; 10) = g (1; 10 ) g <(1; 10)
where:

(57)

ig<(1; 10) =< ^ y(10) ^ (1) >
ig>(1; 10) =< ^ (1) ^ y(10) >

(58)
 is the Heaviside fun tion and ,a,- and + stay for ausal, anti ausal, advan ed and retarded
Green fun tions. Here the symbol <> means expe tation value with some state or tra e with
the density operator. Let's note that expression

ig<(1; 1) = n(1)

(59)

an be interpreted as spatial density of parti les.
The Fourier tranformation in relative variables of su h density onstitutes the so- alled
Wigner fun tion in phase-spa e:

f (p; R; T ) =

Z

dre

ipr

< ^ y(R r=2; T ) ^ (R + r=2; T ) >
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(60)

Figure 26: Time ontour from de nition of time path ordered Green fun tions.
where r = x1 x2 , t = t1 t2 , R = (x1 + x2 )=2, T = (t1 + t2 )=2. It an be generalized to be
also a distribution in energy. Expli it formula an be written in the following way:

Z

Z

ig (p; !; R; T ) = dr dte
<

ipr +i!t

()ig < (r; t; R; T )

Here:

g < (r; t; R; T )  g <(x1 ; t1 ; x2 ; t2 )
Now the distribution fun tion an be written:
Z d!
f (p; R; T ) =
(i)g < (p; !; R; T )
2
It is important to note that from ommutation relations (55) we have:
i(g >  g <)(~r; t; r~0 ; t) = Æ (~r r~0 )
and onsequently:

(61)
(62)
(63)
(64)

Z d!

(i)g > (p; !; R; T ) = 1  f (p; R; T )
(65)
2
Intera tion Hamiltonian in the nonrelativisti situation an be taken as:
Z
2
H = d~r y(X ) 2rm (X ) + 21 d~rdr~0 y(X ) y(X 0)V (j~r r~0j) (X 0) (X ):
(66)
In the relativisti ase we ould introdu e ovariant Lagrangian or Hamiltonian density like
Lagrangian of QHD (see equation 34) or hiral perturbation theory (see equation 35).
It is onvenient to introdu e time path ordered Green fun tions in the following way:
we rede ne time ordering operation whi h orders operators lying on a ontour pla ed along
a path axis (see g. 26), whi h goes from t = 1 to tmax (! +1) and ba k to 1 by a
di erent path. In this way we de ne a ausal and anti ausal ordering repla ing all operators
from anty hronologi al bran h to the left of operators from the hronologi al bran h.
Now we an make a perturbation expansion similar to the onventional Feynman graph
te hni . We an de ne a generalized Dyson equation:

iG(1; 10 ) = iG0 (1; 10) +

Z

C

d20 d2G0 (1; 20)(2; 20 )iG(20 ; 10 );

R

(67)

where G denotes generalized Green fun tion whi h an be , a, < or >, C means integration
along the time ontour and G0 denotes free propagator. It an be also a de nition of a self
energy , whi h is very important quantity in the transport theory and is sometimes alled
opti al potential. Self energy an be split in three parts a ording to the formula:
(X; Y ) = M F (X )Æ 0 (x; y ) + > (tx ; ty ) + < (ty ; tx);
34

(68)

where  is time ordering along a ontour and Æ 0 is a generalized Dira delta, whi h equals
zero for arguments from di erent bran hes and is standard Dira delta up to the sign for the
same time bran h ( minus for lower bran h). Using relation for S hrodinger operator and
free propagator:
r2
(69)
(it + )G0 (1; 10) = Æ (1; 10 )
2m
we obtain the Kadano and Baym equations [20℄:

r2
[it + 1
2m
1

r21

M F (1)℄G (1; 10 ) =
<

d2[+ (1; 2) + G< (2; 10 ) + < (1; 2)G (2; 10 )℄;

Z

d2[G+(1; 2)<(2; 10 ) + G< (1; 2) (2; 10 )℄
(70)
2m
and similar for other fun tions.
Now I present some motivation for VUU equation (Vlasov-Uehling-Uhlenbe k) also
alled BUU equation (Boltzmann-Uehling-Uhlenbe k). It is not a full derivation but some
arguments on erning it. The transport equations are derived assuming weak dependen e of
Green fun tions G(1,1') and self energies (1; 10 ) on the sums of arguments and that they
are signi antly di erent from zero only when the di eren es of arguments are lose to zero.
Let's introdu e onvenient variables:
1
1
u; X + u)
(71)
G(X; u)  G(X
2
2
Assume that G(X,u) and (X,u) vary slowly with X and are strongly peaked for u
=0. Due
to this assumption one an introdu e so alled gradient expansion:
[it1 +
0

0

M F (10 )℄G< (1; 10 ) =

Z


G(X; u)
(72)
X i
whi h is useful to perform the Wigner transformation. After apli ation of the Wigner transformation to Kadano -Baym equations and subtra ting these equations one nds:
G(X + u; u) 
= G(X; u) + ui

i(

p

+ rR
T m

rRM F rp)G<(!; p; R; T ) = >(!; p; R; T )G<(!; p; R; T )

< (!; p; R; T )G>(!; p; R; T )
(73)
The self energy an be evaluated using perturbative expansion. The lowest order terms is
Hartree-Fo k energy:
1 (1; 10 ) = Æ 0 (t1 ; t1 )[Æ (x1
0

+V (x1

Z

x1 ) dx2 V (x1
0

X2 )(i)G0< (x2 ; t1 ; x1 ; t1 )

x1 )iG0< (x1 ; t1 ; x1 ; t1 )℄
0

0
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(74)

Figure 27: Lowest order diagrams (up) and Born diagrams (down) for self energy.
The Born dire t and ex hange terms are of parti ular interes for us, they look like:
<Bd = 
<Be =

Z Z

dx2 dx2 V (x1
0

Z Z

x1 )G< (1; 10 )G< (x2 ; t1 ; x2 ; t1 )G> (x2 ; t1 ; x2 ; t1 )

x2 )V (x2

0

0

0

0

0

0

dx2 dx2 V (x1 x2 )V (x2 x1 )G<(1; x2 ; t1 )G< (x2 ; t1 ; 10 )G> (x2 ; t1 ; x2 ; t1 ) (75)
0

0

0

0

0

0

0

To derive the nal equation a quasiparti le approximation is introdu ed, whi h takes into
a ount only parti les on mass shell. In this approximation most of higher order terms in
self energy are dropped. It introdu es an energy delta fun tion and enable to write:

iG< (!; p; R; T ) = Z (p; R; T )2Æ(! !p)f (p; R; T )
where !p =

p2

2m

(76)

and

Re( !; p; R; T )
(77)
j!=!p
!
It is important to note, that in relativisti theory [21, 22, 23℄ whi h is a ovariant formulation of transport theory where the derivation is similar, the quasiparti al approximation is
a method to introdu e medium e e ts with a help of e e tive masses and momenta for parti les. The argument of e e tive mass goes as follows: after summation in Dyson expansion
Green fun tion an be written:
Z 1 (p; R; T ) = 1

G(X; P ) = [P 2

m2
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M (X ) i℄ 1 :

(78)

E e tive mass for pion is de ned via:

m2 = m2 + M

(79)

where self energy is in quasiparti le approximation.
Now I will ome ba k to nonrelativisti ase and write transport equation. Taking into
a ount only Born terms on the right side of equation (73), applying Wigner transformation
to the last ones (75), taking into a ount quasiparti le approximation (76) and using formulas
(63) and (64) after some al ulations we an obtain the VUU (BUU) equation:
(

p

+ rR
T m

rR U (R; T )rp)fA(p; R; T ) =

d(A+B!C +D)
4 X Z
j
v
j
dp
dp
dp
d
=
Æ (p + p1
12
1
2
3
(2 )3 B;C;D
d

p2

p3 )

[fC (p2 ; R; T )fD (p3 ; R; t)(1  fA (p; R; T ))(1  fB (p1 ; R; T ))

fA (p; R; T )fB (p1 ; R; T )(1  fC (p2 ; R; T ))(1  fD (p3 ; R; T ))℄
(80)
Distribution fun tions fW (p; R; T ) (W represents here A, B, C or D) an refer to di erent
parti les, for example pions, nu leons or deltas. Sign + in parenthesis on the right side of
the VUU equation orresponds to bosons and - to fermions. In a realisti situation we have
a set of oupled equations for distribution fun tions, but analyti al solution does not exist.
However it is possible to use the mole ular dynami s and Monte-Carlo methods. The test
parti les method [24℄ is used to solve a problem: we approximate distribution fun tion by an
ensamble of test parti les and to keep onta t with a parti le interpretation to ea h parti le
orresponds N~ test parti les. Test parti les move lassi ally between ollisions a ording to
Hamilton's equations:
P_i = rR U ((Ri ))
R_ i = vi
(81)
Here vi an be treated relativisti ally and U(R) an be al ulated in a framework of a hosen
model or put by hand. Test parti les an ollide and a ross se tion for it is taken as N~ . If
olliding test parti les represent fermions, Pauli blo king should be respe ted. In ollisions
two test parti les hange from (R1 ; P1 )(R2 ; P2 ) to (R1 ; P10 )(R2 ; P20 ). We build spheres in
phase-spa e around (R1 ; P10 ) and (R2 ; P20 ) su h that n test parti les imply omplete lling
~ , where N is a number of real parti les, whi h ll the sphere). De ne
of volume (n = NN
n1
f1 = n 1 where n1 is the number of test parti les in a phase-spa e volume without the test
parti le at (R1 ; P10 ). Doing similary for f2 we an apply Monte-Carlo method in the usual
way al ulating a probability of s attering (1 f1 )(1 f2 ). Using test parti les method
in ollision with inelasti intera tions we meet problems with interpretation of ausality of
ollision. For example it is possible that two test parti les whi h ould represent the same
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nu leon reate a pion. There is a dis ussion how to treat this problem. Some people take
N~ = 1 and get QMD or UrQMD-like models. In the VUU approa h we use quantum physi s
in derivation of this equation. We make quasiparti le approximation taking only parti les
on-shell, gradient expansion and in lude only Born terms in ollisions. It an be questioned
in parti ular in the ase of pion propagation in nu lear medium ( it is possible, that better
des ription of pion absorption is taken into a ount by rea tions with more than one nu leonabsorption via deuteron formations in nu leus). But we preserve a quantum behavior of a
system in a potential, in ollisions and de nition of distribution fun tion, whi h should be
understand in a statisti al way so that the Heisenberg prin iple of un ertainty is not broken.
Classi al equations of motion appear only in simulations, while the distribution fun tion
has a quantum hara ter. However authors of UrQMD use a variational appro h to justify
lassi al equation in as deep quantum system as nu leus is, it an be interpreted in the way
explained above.

8 Con lusions
Simulations showed expli itly that experimental veri ation of physi al model to predi t
hadroni yields at kineti energy of order 101 GeV is very important. In olle ting s enario
for the neutrino fa tory or the muon ollider bigger pt a eptan e beyond 0.2 GeV is needed
and in parti ular a olle tor with low longitudinal uto should be built to in orporate the
low energy maximum of yield. Here magneti horn may be used as a solution, but one an
also onsider a super ondu ting selenoid or a transverse olle tion in several quadrupoles
around the target. Present quantum transport theory approa h needs further development
to understand approximations used and to go beyond their limitations. Also the way of
solving transport equations should be studied both from theoreti al and numeri al point of
view.
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